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Abstract
 In the Great Journey Journals, the research diaries of tour-style fieldworks written by Toa Dobun 
Shoin College students, several Asian cities were addressed as “Paris of the East” or “Little Paris”. This 
study examines the discourse of “Paris” and points out that it can be classified into three different 
patterns. Firstly, some students who visited Hanoi or Saigon depicted the cityscapes with stereotypes of 
Frenchness and used the word “Paris” to emphasize elegance and gracefulness of the French colnial 
cities. Secondly, Harbin sometimes is described as a hedonistic metropolis of decadence under the name 
of “Paris”, associating immorality and vice with the Shanghai French concession called “Paris of the 
East” at that time. Finally, Taipei or Dalien are called “Paris” in some cases by praising their advanced 
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